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historical accounts coining down from very ancient times, some
are traces of real facts and some are purely mythical. In other
words some were of objective, some of subjective origin.
The latter are often highly symbolical, and of great import-
ance for the later psychic life of the individual.  Most of the
early impressions in life are soon forgotten and go to form
the infantile layer of what I caJl the personal unconscious.
There are definite reasons why I divide the unconscious into
two parts.    The personal unconscious contains everything
forgotten, or repressed, or otherwise subliminal that has been
acquired by the individual consciously or unconsciously.
Such materials have an unmistakably personal stamp.  But
other contents are to be found, often enormously strange to
the individual, and. bearing scarcely a trace of personal quality.
You may discover such materials frequently in insanity, where
they contribute not a little t6 the confusion and disorientation
of the patient.   In dreams of normal people such strange
contents also occasionally appear.   When you analyse a
neurotic patient, and compare his unconscious material with
that of a case of dementia praecox, you at once feel the striking
difference.   With  the  neurotic,   almost  all  the  material
produced is of a personal origin, and his thoughts and feelings
move in the sphere* of his family and his set.   But in a case
of insanity very often the personal memories disappear
behind collective representations of a most dynamic character.
The madman hears the voice of God speaking to him; his
vision shows him cosmic revolutions, ajid it is as though a
veil had been drawn away from a world of ideas and emotions
hitherto concealed.   He suddenly begins to talk of ghosts,
demons, witchcraft, and secret magical persecutions.   It is
not difficult to define what world these belong to: it is the
world of the primitive mind which is deeply unconscious
in cultured moderns so long as they are normal, but which
rises to the surface when something fatal happens to the
conscious. This I call the collective unconscious. ' Collective'
because it is not an individual acquisition, but rather the

